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QUESTION 1

An Amazon DynamoDB table uses a Global Secondary Index (GSI) to support read queries. The primary table is write-
heavy, whereas the GSI is used for read operations. Looking at Amazon CloudWatch metrics, the Developer notices
that write operations to the primary table are throttled frequently under heavy write activity. However, write capacity units
to the primary table are available and not fully consumed. 

Why is the table being throttled? 

A. The GSI write capacity units are underprovisioned 

B. There are not enough read capacity units on the primary table 

C. Amazon DynamoDB Streams is not enabled on the table 

D. A large write operation is being performed against another table 

Correct Answer: A 

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/39582752/do-global-secondary-index-gsi-in-dynamodb-impact-tables-provision-
capacity 

 

QUESTION 2

A company is building an application to track athlete performance using an Amazon DynamoDB table. Each item in the
table is identified by a partition key (user_id) and a sort key (sport_name). The table design is shown below: 

(Note: Not all table attributes are shown) 

A Developer is asked to write a leaderboard application to display the top performers (user_id) based on the score for
each sport_name. 

What process will allow the Developer to extract results MOST efficiently from the DynamoDB table? 

A. Use a DynamoDB query operation with the key attributes of user_id and sport_name and order the results based on
the score attribute. 

B. Create a global secondary index with a partition key of sport_name and a sort key of score, and get the results 

C. Use a DynamoDB scan operation to retrieve scores and user_id based on sport_name, and order the results based
on the score attribute. 

D. Create a local secondary index with a primary key of sport_name and a sort key of score and get the results based
on the score attribute. 
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Correct Answer: B 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/SecondaryIndexes.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/zh_cn/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/GSI.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A company has 25,000 employees and is growing. The company is creating an application that will be accessible to its
employees only. A developer is using Amazon S3 to store images and Amazon RDS to store application data. The
company requires that all employee information remain in the legacy Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)
employee directory only and is not interested in mirroring any employee information on AWS. 

How can the developer provide authorized access for the employees who will be using this application so each
employee can access their own application data only? 

A. Use Amazon VPC and keep all resources inside the VPC, and use a VPC link for the S3 bucket with the bucket
policy. 

B. Use Amazon Cognito user pools, federate with the SAML provider, and use user pool groups with an IAM policy. 

C. Use an Amazon Cognito identity pool, federate with the SAML provider, and use an IAM condition key with a value
for the cognito-identity.amazonaws.com:sub variable to grant access to the employees. 

D. Create a unique IAM role for each employee and have each employee assume the role to access the application so
they can access their personal data only. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/reference_policies_iam-condition-keys.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A developer is building a highly secure healthcare application using serverless components. This application requires
writing temporary data to /tmp storage on an AWS Lambda function. How should the developer encrypt this data? 

A. Enable Amazon EBS volume encryption with an AWS KMS CMK in the Lambda function configuration so that all
storage attached to the Lambda function is encrypted. 

B. Set up the Lambda function with a role and key policy to access an AWS KMS CMK. Use the CMK to generate a
data key used to encrypt all data prior to writing to /tmp storage. 

C. Use OpenSSL to generate a symmetric encryption key on Lambda startup. Use this key to encrypt the data prior to
writing to /tmp storage. 

D. Use an on-premises hardware security module (HSM) to generate keys, where the Lambda function requests a data
key from the HSM and uses that to encrypt data on all requests to the function. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/kms/faqs/ 
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QUESTION 5

A Developer is preparing a deployment package using AWS CloudFormation. The package consists of two separate
templates: one for the infrastructure and one for the application. The application has to be inside the VPC that is created
from the infrastructure template. 

How can the application stack refer to the VPC created from the infrastructure template? 

A. Use the Ref function to import the VPC into the application stack from the infrastructure template. 

B. B. Use the export flag in the infrastructure template, and then use the Fn::ImportValue function in the application
template. 

C. Use the DependsOn attribute to specify that the application instance depends on the VPC in the application
template. 

D. Use the Fn::GetAtt function to include the attribute of the VPC in the application template. 

Correct Answer: A 
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